Bygone DC
Premieres Wednesday, October 11th at 8:00pm on WETA TV 26 & HD
Visiting the Places of Washington D.C.’s Past

[September 14, 2017; Arlington, VA] – Throughout Washington D.C., the rapid physical transformation of our urban landscape is erasing some of the key spaces and places that have defined our local culture. WETA TV 26 remembers the unique places and people of the city’s past in the new 60-minute special Bygone DC, premiering Wednesday, October 11th at 8:00pm on WETA TV 26 & HD. Through archival footage and original interviews, discover the locales that defined Greater Washington and how their impact still lingers in the community.

“For long-time Washingtonians and transplants alike, Bygone DC takes viewers back in time to discover Washington D.C.’s rich history,” notes Kevin Harris, WETA Vice President and Television Station Manager. “The region’s constant evolution offers the perfect opportunity to pay tribute to the things that aren’t there anymore, part of WETA’s continuing mission to produce television about our community, for our community.”

Bygone DC takes a nostalgic look back at some Washington’s most memorable venues:

- Sporting venues, including Griffith Stadium, the baseball sporting ground where past U.S. presidents traditionally threw out the seasonal first pitch; and the Capital Centre, the former home of the Washington Bullets and Washington Capitals, as well as performance venues for famed pop music acts.
- Popular movie palaces and revival theaters with architectural artistry, which soared to over 100 unique locations at their height, such as the Fox Theater, the Knickerbocker Theatre, and the Lincoln Theater.
- Music entertainment venues of all stripes, such as Crystal Caverns, Carr and Sparrow’s Beaches, and the Watergate Music Barge (notably featured in the Cary Grant feature film Houseboat).

The documentary also looks at places in the city’s history that had an undeniably diverse influence on the Washington D.C. we know today, exploring how the downtown landscape has undergone radical change: from slave pens and mansions located steps from the National Mall; to the government administration “tempo” buildings that inhabited green spaces in the early-to-mid 20th century.
However, many notable locales beloved by generations of Washingtonians are sadly no more, with only remnants of their glorious past still lingering today: favorite Mom-and-Pop shops and department stores; revolutionary bookshops, record shops and clubs that reflected the local arts, music and culture scene; and the once-ubiquitous casual chains, oyster houses and power lunch restaurants of old.

These beloved buildings may have come and gone, but memories still linger on to inspire future generations. While the denizens of the District have always been shaping history, history continues to shape us.

For more information, please visit weta.org. Press materials and photography can be found at weta.org/press.
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